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This document is copyright 2006-2010 to me Ben Docherty. You may not use this 
guide on your own website without my permission. (e-mail the above address to 
ask) then you must acknowledge that this is my guide and not change anything 
at all. I do not own anything to do with LocoRoco nor am I affiliated with the 
LocoRoco game in any way. 

The web-sites which may use this guide are as follows: 

www.gamefaqs.com 
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If you find my walkthrough on any other site please contact me on the above 
e-mail address 

Version Guide 
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Section 1 - Intro to LocoRoco (from the games instruction manuel)      (ZXC01) 

Welcome to a weird and wonderful world...... 

A long, long way away, past the moon, the sun and further than the very best 
telescope could see, an extra special planet spun contently in space.  This 
planet was very much alive, covered with greenery and home to many exotic 
species of creature, including the ever-cheerful LocoRoco. 

The LocoRoco lived in harmony with the planet helping to look after the 
plants and generally making it a pleasant place to be, playing and singing 
the days away. 

It seemed like the fun and laughter would go on forever... that was until the 
day the Moja troop came down from the stars to take over! 

Now everything's going wrong. The LocoRoco are a peaceful bunch, they don't 
know how to deal with invaders from outer space! 

It's up to you. There's only one thing for it: 

Take control of the planet, tilt the land and rescue the LocoRoco! 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

Section 2 - Controls (from the games instruction manuel)               (ZXC02) 

L Button - Tilt Left 
R Button - Tilt Right 
L Button plus R button - Bounce 
O Button - Press Briefly to split, press and hold to join together 
SELECT Button - Take Photo 
START Button - Pause 

Using Menu Screens 

Press Direction Buttons (Up, down, left, right) to highlight an option, then 
press the x button to confirm. To return to previous menu screen, press O. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

Section 3 - Characters and Things to Collect                           (ZXC03) 

This section could be added to as I progress through the game 

Berries - 19 on each level. Collect all of these on a level and a prize is 
          yours. When you collect a berry, your LocoRoco number will increase 
          (this is the number in the top left of the screen). If your number 
          is 1 as it is at the start of most levels and you get attacked by 
          an enemy, then you fail the level and must start again 

Big Tree - At the end of the level it appears 

Blue Separator - Screams at your LocoRoco causing them to split 

Bottyo-ro - The green creature that fires burrs 

Burrs - Little Black spikes that if you touch cause your LocoRoco bunch to 
        split. The split ones turn a grey/green colour and you have about 3 
        seconds to touch the split LocoRoco with your main LocoRoco or the 
        split one dies.  



Chuppa - A Circle creature that has a sucker thing on the end which blows you 
  a certain direction 

Green Bushes - Stay still next to them to get a prize 

Green Vine - Swing on it 

Gust of Wind - Takes you to the next part of the level or back to where you 
               were before you entered a secret passage 

HoHo - A long stick legged creature that tries to capture LocoRoco in-between 
       its legs  

Mini Moja - Cling to you so you can't jump. Get rid of them in red sea 

Moja - The most common ememy and is trying to invade the LocoRoco world 

Moon - Wake them up for prize 

MuiMui - LocoRoco's Friend. Find 3 per level and unlock extras in the game 
         e.g. more music in Loco House 

Musukusu - the grey creature that comes out of the ground and catches 1 of 
           your LocoRoco and holds it. If you don't get it back in time it 
           claimes it off you 

Nyokki - The orange column that you sing to to wake up 

Ojya - Basically a Big Moja. The boss at the end of a world. 

Owl - Changes the shape of your LocoRoco 

Penguin - Hit to get a prize 

Pickories - Collect them to use in mini games 

Shells - Eat them to get places and pickories 

Sleeping clouds - Wake them up and they take you to a secret place 

Trampoline Pie - Bounce on them to get to a new location 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

Section 4 - Getting Started                                            (ZXC04) 

After setting up your PSP and checked you have enough space on your memory 
card, begin your game.... 

You will see flags of nations. Select your language and select new. Watch 
the opening sequence of the planet and the LocoRoco being invaded by the Moja. 
It will now show you the basic controls. 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

Section 5 - Walkthrough                                                (ZXC05) 

World 1                                                                (ZXC10) 

Level 1 Prologue                                                      (ZXC101) 

You start off with a MuiMui at the bottom right of the screen. Skip past that 



and then roll LEFT. Jump up onto the purple flower and then left onto the the 
next purple flower and left into the wall. WOW you go through the wall!!! 
(unless you did it wrong and then you need to go back up). You will find this 
happens many times in LocoRoco and there are numerous short cuts and secret 
passage ways. Anyway in the hole in the wall you will find about 10 pickories. 
Fall back down and roll right now. You will now see 4 pickories. However jump 
on the little patch above them and roll off the right of it.You should hear a 
sound and a little leaf or shoot should pop out. If not try rolling off as 
close to the patch as you can and it should then pop up. After that jump up at 
sprout and it should turn to a berry. Collect the new berry and the visible 
one and the 4 pickories. Roll right and collect 3 more berries. Continue right 
to see a spinning berry and two spinning sprouts. Jump near the sprouts and 
therefore in the end collect 3 more berries. Continue right and collect more 
pickories and 2 berries until you then fall down. Here a MuiMui will say press 
the O button. Your LocoRoco will split and fall down the thin passage 
collecting pickories. At the end I strongly suggest holding circle and 
reforming the LocoRoco as it is so much easier to control them. Roll right and 
collect 3 more berries. Berry count after these 3 should be 14. You should 
fall onto some purple flowers with pickories floating everywhere and 3 berries 
along the way aswell. Collect them all and fall off the purple flower to see 
a MuiMui waving to the right near a berry. Go over to collect your 1st MuiMui 
and your 18th berry. The part blocking your path further will have moved but 
don't go down just yet. Roll back under the purple flowers and under the one 
by itself and slanting right is a fake wall. Go through and if you have all 18 
LocoRoco up until that point then you can free your 2nd MuiMui. Roll back 
to where I said don't roll down. Now you can but don't seperate your LocoRoco 
just yet. If you keep rolling right and jump you will get your 3rd and final 
MuiMui and your 19th out of 20 berries. Then you can go down past the 3 little 
blocking things. Hopefully here you will collect all of the pickories in the 
middle of all the spinning things. At the bottom re-group and roll right 
collecting your final berry and some more pickories. You will then fall into 
a gust of wind that will take your LocoRoco to another place whilst collecting 
more pickories. When you can, re-group and roll right and collect 5 more 
pickories and to the 5 flowers at the end of the level. If you just wait then 
the LocoRoco will split and a big plant will come out of the ground signilling 
the end of the level. 

Totals - 20/20 
         174/174 
         3/3 

When you can select Level 2 you can now save and also access Level 1 again 
to challenge the time trial which is beat the level in a time under 1 minute 
10 seconds. The time obviously varies between levels. 

Level 2 Yoo-hoo! Yoo-hoo!                                             (ZXC102) 

Roll right for berry 1 and then jump up onto the platform above. Roll along it 
and then you will fall through the floor and collect 2 pickories and MuiMui 
number 1. Fall and then make your way right collecting 2 berries and 9 
pickories until you then fall down. Continue collecting and when you reach the 
place where you need to split, split!! Re-group and roll. AAAHHH. Your first 
enemy!!! Be careful not to hit the burr and collect the berry safely. Collect 
the other berry and then jump LEFT onto the platform above the burr. There is 
a sprout on there. After that sprout your count is 10. Fall and collect the 
Berry. Now where the berry is a big pink thing comes out of the ground to take 
you upwards. Don't go on that yet and go right. Split your LocoRoco and roll 
right into the secret space where there are a fair few pickories. Then go on 
the pink thing and collect all the pickories. You will then see a small moving 
green bush. Stay still next behind it and pickories will come out of it. Then 



fall down and collect all the pickories and break the floor by jumping on it. 
Continue and break the roof and get your 2nd MuiMui. Roll onto the trampoline 
thing and then MAKE SURE you are in line with the pickories or else you will 
miss them and you are taken away by the wind above. After you settle you are 
surrounded by berries. Go left and get the one by itslef and then break the 
roof above it and collect the 5 on the tree. Also in there with the 5 berry 
tree is another berry hidden. Go to the left wall and a sprout will appear. 
After collecting the sprout berry and all the others, go right and get the 
final two berries of the level. Next a sleeping orange thing is in the way. If 
you stay still, the LocoRoco sing a song and wake the orange thing up. After 
it allows you past, continue right over the wheels and along the slippy bit 
collecting all the pickories as you go. HARD BIT. The 3rd MuiMui is at the end 
of the big jump off a ramp. There will be a bit where the pickories are really 
compact and your LocoRoco starts to speed up alot down a steep section. The 
land will begin to curl and go upwards. If you lean the screen right and 
manage to get enough speed, you will jump up off the ramp and land where the 
MuiMui is. If not you will land where the ground is bouncy. If you get the 
MuiMui then fall down to the bouncy section and collect the pickories. 
Continue along until the end. 

Totals - 20/20 
         288/288 
         3/3 

Level 3 Wow! What an enormous tree!                                   (ZXC103) 

After falling to the bottom, roll LEFT and through the fake wall. Collect the 
pickories and the go back to where you started and collect the 4 berries. Here 
you will see a section you fall down. Keep about 2/3 to the right of the 
screen and you will eventually see an opening with a berry. If you stop and 
look to the bottom of your screen you will see another berry. Head this way 
and collect your 7th berry. Fall right and you will see an opening to the 
right. Go to that opening. You will then see a MOJA!!!! It will come over. My 
advice when tackling these is wait on the ground until it actually comes very 
close to you. Then jump up and hit it with force. It will die. Try not to miss 
them as they may catch you on your fall and take one of your LocoRoco. Once 
you have taken care of the Moja, continue right and you will see a green 
floating thing which about every 7 seconds will fire a burr. The burr will not 
stay though. My advice with these easy ememies is to wait until they have 
fired a burr and then jump up and hit it. You only need to scrape it and it 
will float away. Continue right to collect the pickories and the berry. Head 
back to the opening entrance and you may be able to see a berry nearly 
directly below your current place. Drop down to that berry. Go left and 
collect the pickories on your way down the 'steps'. Collect your 10th berry 
and then go left underneath the sleeping clouds. Stay still and the LocoRoco 
will wake them up and they will form a platform which will take you to another 
place. Re-form and jump onto the cloud-platform which will take you to a loco 
part. Fall back down and roll right. Jump the burr and then smash the roof to 
get the berry. Next you will see a high road and a low road. Take the high one 
and go through the fake wall. Kill the Moja. TRICKY BIT. After killing the 1st 
Moja, you will come to 2 Burrs and 2 Moja's floating around. It is important 
that you take your time here so you don't lose your LocoRoco. I suggest: 
Jump the 1st Burr. Wait in-between the two burrs. Kill the nearest Moja. Jump 
the 2nd Burr and then kill the 2nd Moja. Collect the pickories and the MuiMui. 
Remember to take your time on the way back and avoid the burr's (don't spoil 
your hard work). Now take the low road. The screen will go wavy and you will 
fall onto some see-saws. I will do the see-saws in rows. Row 1. Go along from 
the right to the left. Drop at the end left. Row 2. Drop on the left hand side 
to avoid the burr. Row 3. Roll carfully from left to right and then drop. Row 
4. You will be on the right. Drop onto row 5 and then jump back up to the left 



side of row 4. Then drop from the left side to activate a sprout. Collect the 
berry taking care not to drop onto the burrs below. Row 5. Nothing. Row 6. 
Nothing but the sprout. Row 7 Get the Berry and roll right onto row 8. Roll 
left onto row 9 to collect the berry. Row 10. Nothing. Row 11. Look right at 
the same level and you will see the wall is dented. Head over to that to see 
it is a fake wall. Colect the berry inside it. Roll onto row 12. Row 13 and 
then jump back onto row 12 on the left. Fall off the extreme left of row 12 
and fall into another fake wall. Collect pickories and kill the 2 Moja's. Then 
you will see a gigantic pie which you can bounce really high off. Don't do 
that yet and keep going left and to the other side of the pie. There is a 
green bush there and also another berry through a fake wall. To get the berry, 
split your LocoRoco and jump through the dent. Now go back to the pie and 
bounce right. Collect the numerous pickories and then go back to where the pie 
was (If when you collect the pickories and you go too far and go through the 
fake floor and end up on the see-saws again then just head back to the pie the 
long way). When you are back on the pie, get the middle of it, start rolling 
left and then bounce. You should end up on the left. It may take a few goes to 
get up. When you get up there is a sprout and a sleeping MuiMui. Wake up the 
MuiMui the same as you would wake up anything and then head back down. You 
should have 16 LocoRoco now. Go back to beneath the see-saws and roll right. 
Continue and you will go down with some tentacle things stopping your fall. 
At the bottom, split your Loco Roco and eat all the shells (it's quicker to 
eat them all when your LocoRoco are split). An orange Pickory comes out. Get 
your 17th berry. Continue along and you will see a chuppa (see section 3) 
If you touch the chuppa then it sucks you in and then rotates. When you press 
jump, it fires you into the air. The first place you will be fired to is 45 
degrees north-west. Aim for the top left of your screen and eventually you 
will hit the correct place on the wall. Then you need to crack it open and get 
the MuiMui. Secondly, get the visible berry and thridly get the sprout which 
is in the curved bit under the visible berry. Continue right and break the 
LocoRoco to fall down to the finish. But wait we only have 19 LocoRoco. Go 
left and jump onto the wall. A sprout will appear. Collect it and finish. 

Totals - 20/20 
         193/193 
         4/4 

Level 4 Brr... It looks so cold here!                                 (ZXC104) 

You will slide to a little cup thing. Then you will start and your LocoRoco 
will jump out and begin to slide down and get a Berry. Continue with the path 
and get another berry. Continue and grab the pickories. As you jump off the 
path after getting the 2nd colletion of pickories, you may notice a sprout. 
Ignore it and continue along the path gathering speed by leaning the screen 
right. You will then shoot up and get more pickories and a berry off the roof. 
HARD BIT. Above that berry is a secret area with another berry inside. How I 
got to it was go back and activate the sprout then, as I was coming back along 
the path I gathered speed by leaning the screen right. At the bottom of the 
'hill' I jumped and I went up and into the secret area. Get the berry in the 
secret area and then fall back down and get the berry where the sprout was. 
Continue right past the roof berry and collect the berry on the next path. You 
then come to a halfpipe with pickories and a berry. Collect and get onto the 
island above the berry. There are platforms here with burrs on so be careful 
to avoid them whilst jumping the platforms. Go up the steep section and 
collect berry number 9. On the way back down from the slope, your momentum 
should take you to a gust of wind. Get the MuiMui and fall back down. You may 
have missed some pickories so head back left until you get to the halfpipe 
again. Go right then split the LocoRoco at the thin bit. Let them follow the 
path until they settle at the right of a spinny thing. Go in the spinny thing 
and get the pickories and the berry inside. Take the left exit out of the 



spinny thing. Collect the berry and go back in the spinny thing and out of the 
right exit. Eventually you will stop at the bottom of a long drop and you will 
then be in a blue thing that pushes you upwards. Go left and you should find 
a fake wall. Get the berry and then go back in the bouncy blue thing. Continue 
along collecting. There is a sprout in the middle aswell. At the end you roll 
through a tunnel. Hit the roof and break it to get the berry inside. Continue 
along after and kill the Moja and then you will come to a see saw that moves 
automatically. It has two burrs on the bottom. Go along the top and collect 
the berry and then jump off to the next berry. Berry count is now 17. Now jump 
RIGHT and go through the secret passage. Go along the 3 see saws collecting 
all the items and minding the Burrs. At the end is a MuiMui. Fall left and get 
all the pickories under the see-saws. Come out of the secret section and go to 
the right of the first see-saw (with the 2 burrs) and split your LocoRoco to 
go into the wheels with the pickories in them. Go right and you will see a 
green a pink and an orange face in the ground. Sing to them and get a Loco 
piece. Get the orange pickory out of the green bush and then fall. The ground 
downhere is soft and if you stay in the same spot it flops and you can gather 
pickories. ROLL left and get all the pickories and then roll right. There is a 
sprout at the end. Jump up and then JUMP again up to the right. You should go 
through a fake wall and there is the final berry and a thing that looks like a 
penguin. Jump on it and it will fly off leaving a Loco piece. Continue right 
and get the MuiMui at the end. Go back and continue to the end. 

Totals - 20/20 
         323/323 
         5/5 

Level 5 Squishy and Sticky!                                           (ZXC105) 

Roll left and get the pickories. Fall down the hole and get the berry. Roll 
underneath the berry and get the MuiMui and another Berry. Continue right and 
where the roof is close, jump up and break it to get the berry in there. Fall 
back down and get another berry and get on the pie. LocoRoco count on pie is 
5. Bounce on the pie getting the pickories and the 6th berry. Bounce again and 
then again onto the sticky stuff. To drop off this simply jump!!! Drop when 
you are above the two orange pickories and then white one. Jump back on it and 
roll to the end and get the berry. Now you just follow the path collecting the 
pickories. You will then come to 2 platforms. Just fall with your weight, 
just make sure you get the berry on the 2nd platform. When you reach the end 
roll left and get the green tree. Roll LEFT and get the berry, and continue 
rolling left through the wall to get the MuiMui. Roll left again and the wind 
will bring you back below the platforms. Now roll right. Kill the 2 Mojas 
and keep on the flowers. At the top is a 5 Berry tree along with the 2 berries 
along the way. At the 5 berry tree you will have 16 LocoRoco. If you do fall 
off the flowers then just go back to the start and jump back on the 1st one. 
It's not really that hard although you may fall when killing the Moja's. Now 
you have everything, go on the pie and bounce. When you get to the next pie 
DON'T bounce and roll left. Eat the shells and get the white pickory and of 
course get the berry. Mind the burr. Then bounce on the pie but make sure you 
are in-line with the pickories as wind takes you after the jump so you get one 
chance. You will stop at a place you need to split. Split and then at the 
bottom when you re-group jump LEFT through the fake wall and wake up the 
MuiMui. Then go right and jump over the spiky things. They make you lose 
control and are just generally annoying. Get the 2 berries and get to the 
finish. Go past the finish and get the sprout and the right. Then finish. 

Totals - 20/20 
         230/230 
         4/4 



You can now also select the large loco house (see extras section) 

Level 6 A huge creature!                                              (ZXC106) 

Roll right into the wind. Then jump RIGHT onto the white bit sticking out. A 
sprout will appear. Then go left. As you go you will get 6 berries, 3 
pickories and an orange pickory. Then go in the wind. Then procede right 
getting 4 more berries and more pickories. You are now on 12 berries. The wind 
will now take you to a really bouncy bit. When you bounce you really bounce 
high. In this bit keep to the extreme left, and at the top is a berry and 
MuiMui. Then fall back down and get all the pickories on the floor. Bounce up 
getting the pickories and the berry. Then go in the wind to the right. When 
you settle, roll right and you will slide collecting pickories and end up in 
wind again (this creature sure has a lot of wind!!!!). Go left and wake up 
the sleeping cloud. Continue left and JUMP LEFT off the red bit. You will go 
through a fake wall getting a berry and pickories. GO OUT THE WAY YOU CAME IN 
as there is a burr below. Roll left and jump the burr. Continue and get the 
16th berry and get the pickories on the top and bottom. Kill the Moja and then 
continue left. Get the berry and then do this quite tricky bit. It's not that 
hard it's just you only get one go. Jump from where you are onto the small 
island and then continue left and jump through the fake wall to get MuiMui. 
Now fall and get carried by the wind. Roll right and get the pickories and get 
taken by the wind. Kill the 2 Moja's and get the berry. Get to the finish and 
GO PAST IT. Continue to jump up the hill as far as you can. You will 
eventually go through a fake wall. Then you will see two chuppa's and masses 
of pickories. Once you have got them all, go to the left chuppa as you havn't 
quite finished. Aim 45 degrees north-west and you will hit a crack or a sprout 
The sprout is a little below the crack. In the crack is the final MuiMui. Now 
you can finish. 

Totals - 20/20 
         311/311 
         4/4 

Level 7 Exciting! Let's Explore!                                      (ZXC107) 

Jump LEFT and through the fake wall. Roll left and get the hidden sprout. Jump 
up to the right and get the orange pickory and then fall down and start. After 
the 3 pickories get the shell and a pickory appears. Roll LEFT under the 
little raised bit and get another hidden sprout. Then go right and get the 
berry. Then do a big jump to the right and go through the fake wall getting 
pickories and another hidden sprout!!!! Then go out and down. Break the floor 
after collecting everything. Go right and wake up the MuiMui. After the MuiMui 
you should have 6 LocoRoco. Go left and on the 3 squares is a berry. Don't 
break the LocoRoco yet and jump to the left of the squares. You will go 
through a fake wall and get pickories and berries. They did call the level 
let's explore!!! Break the LocoRoco and fall down. Roll left and jump up to 
active the red thing. You can now continue. When you go through this section 
always hold circle as if the moving things come down on you they split the 
LocoRoco. Let yourself get stuck on the 2nd sticking moving thing. There is a 
hidden sprout in-between the 2nd and 3rd moving thing. After this get the 
pickories out of the green bush. Jump up and hit the red thing. The wind will 
take you and you will settle in a big circle thing. Don't re-group as it will 
start to roll and you need to jump and get the pickories along the way. This 
is a lot of luck and could take a lucky go to grab all the pickories. After 
the circle section you will fall out. Re-group your 10 LocoRoco and continue 
right. After you jump, break the roof above you. In the secret section is a 5 
berry tree so make sure you find it. After this you will have 15 LocoRoco. 
Fall down gathering the pickories and let yourself fall with the hooks that 
fall under your weight. You will fall onto a moving path the sucks you in a 



spinns you and shoots you out. Here lean your screen right and you should fly 
through a fake wall and land on a hidden sprout. This is above the berry that 
is visible. If you don't go through a fake wall and just land on the part with 
the berry that you can see, fall to your left and keep your screen completly 
to the right. The hidden area has a crane and a berry that comes from a hidden 
sprout. Anyway, when you get into the secret area, eat the shells to the right 
and then before you hit the red button, jump above it and get the hidden 
sprout there. Then hit the red button to the right. This will activate a crane 
after hitting the red button, roll quickly left so the crane can grab you. It 
will take you over to the MuiMui. Go left and fall down. Grab the berry that 
was previously visible if you already havn't got it (your berry count should 
now be 18). Roll right and fall down collecting all of the pickories. You will 
fall into a mechanical arm which will collapse under your weight. When it 
stops you need to jump over it. Go to the right hand side of it but be careful 
not to fall off. Jump over it and then go through the fake wall on the other 
side. There is a MuiMui, a berry and a lot of pickories here. The drop out of 
this section below the mechanical arm, and the blue stuff that pushes you 
upwards will push you back to the side of the mechanical arm. Roll right and 
when you need to split, DON'T. Jump high to the right and a sprout will 
appear. Collect it then split. Re-group and jump the moving burr. The moving 
burrs when you get close to them have faces, and they will blink and then 
begin to move. If you want, wait for them to do there movement and then jump 
over them to ensure that you don't lose any locoroco so close to the end of  
the level. Then go to the finish. 

Total - 20/20 
        235/235 
        3/3 

You will now have unlocked more music in the locoroco house 

Level 8 Mojas Everywhere! Run!                                        (ZXC108) 

Roll right and grab the two visible berries. Try to avoid the annoying mini 
moja's. If one of them clings on to you, then just keep going right and jump 
in the red sea. Go to where you got your 2nd berry and jump up above it to get 
the hidden sprout. Get the next berry on the next platform before the red sea. 
Hit the red button and fall down. Grab the berry and roll LEFT. Jump up and go 
through the fake wall. Keep going until you see a berry on a moving platform. 
Grab the berry and then drop off it to the right hand side. Then when the 
platform is on the ascent, roll left to the 8th berry. Stop there and when the 
platform falls and begins to go up again, move left. The MuiMui is to the left 
so collect that and then continue left into the wind. Go right and active the 
sprout on the roof. Break the roof just to the right and then jump up. Go LEFT 
and get the hidden sprout on the wall. Then hit the red button. Then hit it 
again when you can and quickly roll under the stick that would block your 
path. This is because of a berry a bit further along. When you have rolled 
under, grab the berry but stop at the pickories. Go up here and jump up to the 
higher platform. Now you will see why you needed to roll under the stick as it 
would have blocked off that berry. Drop back down and continue the path with 
the pickories on. Jump into the wheel above. When you settle, get the berry on 
your right and kill the Moja. Roll right and you will see a moving floor. 
Above the moving floor is a secret passage. It is the curved section of the 
roof. If you roll onto the moving floor section and about 1 second after 
hitting the section you jump then you should go into the secret section. There 
is a wheel in it. Get the berry to the right of the wheel and then get on the 
platform that appears every so often. Jump right at the top to get the MuiMui 
and then go across to the left. Get all the pickories then go back onto the 
moving floor section. Grab the berry and carfully grab the pickories. After 
the pickories is another secret section and it is again a curved bit in the 



roof. It has the 3rd MuiMui in it. It is just before you fall downwards. After 
getting the 3rd MuiMui, fall downwards and get the berry in the centre. You 
will then fall and will see a block going up and down. If you get caught under 
the block you LocoRoco will split and it is really difficult to get them back 
together. As you roll, hold O and the LocoRoco will quickly re-form. I got 
caught twice so just keep tilting right and you get through. After this are 
the annoying mini Moja so just deal with them as you did before. There is a 
red sea to get rid of them. Just before the red sea is a sprout in the roof. 
Continue right past the red sea and stay still where the next berry is. A hand 
will take you to the next place. At the top you will see a moon. Roll LEFT 
back towards the hand and jump over it and get the hidden sprout on the other 
side. That's all of the berries. Sing to the moon to wake it up. After the 
moon is the boss!!!! It is a gigantic Moja!!! You have to take it on like any 
other Moja. Just hit it and when it stops on the ground jump on it. Do this 3 
times and you beat it. Easy eh!! Get the green bush at the top of the 
platforms in the boss section aswell. Get the Loco part as a reward. Go to the 
finish. 

Totals - 20/20 
         164/164 
         5/5 

World 1 done with 100% 

World 2                                                                (ZXC20) 

Level 1 A field of flowers! Smells wonderful!                         (ZXC201) 

Wow a new LocoRoco!!!! Roll LEFT and jump through the fake wall. There will 
be a green thing. Stay on top of it and it will shoot you upwards. Get all 
the pickories and the berry and the first MuiMui up to the right. Then go up 
to the left and get the 2nd berry. Go back to the MuiMui and fall into the 
wind. Then roll right and get the 3 berry tree. Then go back on the flowers 
and get the green thing. Then do a big jump to the right and get the next 
berry. Fall down and you will slide to the left. Get the green bush and then 
continue left past the 2 wheels. Get the sprout above the 2nd wheel. Continue 
left and kill the 2 Mojas after you go down the steps. You will be in a slippy 
half-pipe with a flower at the bottom. Try to get on the flower and then you 
can easily jump to get the items. The drop and do a big slide to get to the 
patch at the top. There is a sprout there. Above the island is a fake roof so 
jump through that. There are pickories and a berry in there along with the 2nd 
MuiMui. After that slide down and roll left. Get the shell and roll under the 
flower. Keep jumping left and the wall wind bend inwards so you can jump 
through. After collecting all of the pickories, a sprout will appear near the 
'door' so get your 12th berry. Jump onto the flower and then up to the left 
into the wind. After the wind get the green bush. Roll right and you get to 
steps where only one LocoRoco can fit through at a time. You need to split 
and get all the LocoRoco through at 1 time. It's very frustrating. To make 
matters worse there is a berry there half-way through so you then need to get 
that aswell. My suggestion is to do lots of little jumps. After proceed along 
the path. Sing to the things when you get to them and here the crap new song!! 
The last one was easily better. Roll right after and continue down the purple 
flowers. After you get off the flowers, roll back under them and split your 
LocoRoco and get the berry and eat the shells. Eat the lone shell to the right 
of the flowers and let the big red column take you up to the next level. Grab 
the berry and kill the 2 Moja's on the flowers. On the 3rd flower, jump up so 
you grab the green vine. Tilt left to get momentum and then tilt right and 
jump so you are propelled right. You should get a berry and land on an 
unstable platform. Jump right and then again when a sprout should appear. Jump 
right again and get the MuiMui. If you fell off and were taken up by wind to 



the MuiMui then do these steps in reverse order. You should have 17 LocoRoco 
at the end. Drop down and then in a funnel, split your LocoRoco and at the 
bottom I ended up with 19 LocoRoco. Try to lean the screen both ways down the 
funnel as the LocoRoco will get all the pickories then. Roll right and jump 
into the floating platform. It will take you to the finish. Along the way grab 
the 20th berry. 

Totals - 20/20 
         275/275 
         4/4 

N.B I now pressed (square) and changed my LocoRoco back to the yellow by far 
better type. The pink song is awful!!! You don't have to it makes no odds to 
the actual gameplay. 

You will also unlock more music in the locoroco house 

Level 2 Wahaha! Wahaha!                                               (ZXC202) 

Roll right and grab the 2 berries. Roll down and listen to the tune that is 
played whilst grabbing the berries. When at the end jump over the fall and a 
sprout will appear. Get the berry that forms and fall down. Drop to the bottom 
from the 3 spoons and roll RIGHT under the 3rd spoon. Roll right and mind the 
burr and the blue separator. If you are infront of it when it screams then it 
will separate your LocoRoco. This will cause your LocoRoco to fly backwards 
and they probably will hit the burr. Notice how the enemy has turned harder. 
They don't get much harder but it is still harder than world 1. Anyway jump 
on its head to kill it. Grab the berry at the end and head back to the spoons. 
Roll left down the piano and hit the bouncy thing at the end. You should fly 
up and around in a circle and then roll down some shells. Then you will be 
able to roll down some platforms that fall under your weight. On the 3rd one 
roll LEFT and fall down. Go through the wall to your left and get the berry. 
Roll right and at the end fall down. At the end of the tube, there is more 
platforms. On the 2nd one is a sprout. After the sprout you should have 8 
LocoRoco. Roll right and float over the burrs and go up to the next level. 
Kill the Moja and jump left throught the wall. jump over the burr and grab 
the berry. Go back right and roll down. You will fall into a claw. When the 
claw stops at the bottom, jump back over the claw. Mind the burr on the top 
and go through the wall to the left. Wake up the MuiMui. Go back to the other 
side of the claw and jump on the blue separator. Continue right and jump on 
the little bubbles. This will break the ground and take you up to the 2nd 
MuiMui. Roll down to the right and continue downwards past the water. At the 
end separate your Loco and they will fall into the spinning thing. Go right 
collect the berry and jump the burr and fall down. Kill the Moja and roll left 
to the berry. The baseball bat will fling you right when you get the berry and 
you will end up next to the thin columns that you can sing to. After the song 
continue right. Roll into the ditch and if you go to the right you can see a 
blue separator. Jump up and hit it. Roll right killing the Moja and collect 
the pickories and another berry. Roll down the music stairs and kill the 2nd 
Moja and you will see another baseball bat along the stairs engraved into the 
ceiling. Jump up and it will propel you to a secret section. Enter the gust 
of wind and it will take you to a chuppa. Collect all the pickories and also 
there is a sprout in the middle section at the bottom. There are 5 bouncy 
things and in the middle of the 2 bottom bouncy things is a solid dot. Below 
that is a tiny platform and you need to sit in the platform for the sprout to 
appear. Its hard as you can't really control where you go but keep trying. 
At the end fire yourself left and exit. Roll right and you will be at the top 
of the music stairs again. Pass the baseball bat and slow down. A lot of 
people miss the berry hanging as they miss-time there jump and go up in the 
wind. Make sure you get it and then go up in the wind. At the top roll left 



and watch out for the moving burr. Collect your 16th berry then go back right. 
Mind that burr and get the berry and jump up to the owl. It will fire you to a 
new place. When you rest roll left. There are two burrs and it is very 
difficult to not hit them. Just jump them but keep the screen tilted left as 
the dying ones jump the way you are leaning. They will hopefully re-group. 
Grab the berry and the MuiMui and then exit. Roll right and collect the berry 
and wake up the moon. Roll right and off the edge a sprout will appear. Roll 
past the end and go up and get the pickories. Then end the level. By the way 
owl is meant to change the shape of your locoroco, you will meet a few more 
owls in the game. They annoy me as it is difficult to control your locoroco 
when they are not round. They change your locoroco to a number of different 
shapes. Falling into a river re-sets your locoroco. Finishing a level also 
changes your locoroco back to normal. One shape i will mention the owl changes 
your locoroco to is one that looks very similar to your original shape except 
that you will be heavier at the bottom. This will decrease the height at which 
you can jump to. So always fall into a river if you can or if you are unsure 
as to what shape you are unless i specifically say not to. 

Totals - 20/20 
         215/215 
         5/5 

You have now unlocked a new mini game (see mini games section) 

Level 3 Whooosh! What a fast-moving river!                            (ZXC203) 

Roll right and at the 2nd berry, there will be a green vine above you. This 
acts as a swing like a branch a monkey swings from! Just jump up and you will 
grab it if you come in contact with it. It works with momentum aswell, so 
swing left and then swing to the right and press jump and you will propel 
onto the platform. Grab the berry and get the pickories from the green bush 
and then do a big jump to the right and you will land on another platform. 
There is a vine here so swing on it and grab the berry. If you miss then you 
must work your way back up river by mashing jump. Collect the berry and 
continue down river. You should grab a berry and then jump onto a green vine. 
Swing yourself to the left and you should go accross the gap and through the 
wall. Eat the shells and grab the pickories and the 3 berries. After this 
LocoRoco count should be 9. Continue down and you will see an owl to your 
left. You can avoid it by jumping over it. If you don't then fall back in the 
pool and try again. Continue left and split your LocoRoco and you will fall 
into another pool. Go LEFT and jump through the wall. Grab the pickories. 
There is also a sprout in the top left of the screen. Then go out and continue 
right. On the log is a breakable ceiling. There is a sprout in this. Go right. 
Before you break your LocoRoco at the end, there is a sprout in the wall to 
the right. Break your LocoRoco and you will see a MuiMui to your right. We 
collect that later in the level. Regroup at the bottom and get the green bush. 
Go down the river and collect the berry and pickories. Then you will be in 
another pool. There is a berry at the bottom so lean the screen one way and 
then quickly lean it the other and you should detect it. Go right and kill the 
Moja. When you come out of the water you will almost straight away be on a log 
which is the EXIT to the secret passageway you are about to enter. The next 
brown stump is the entrance but it's underneath it. You need to split your 
LocoRoco and roll them left under it. You will enter a place with loads of 
pickories. There is also a sprout in the top left corner. Collect that and 
then collect the pickories and roll down. Mind the moving burr then get the 
MuiMui. Go back up and continue right. Collect the berry on the platform and 
then go on the pie. Lean right and get the sprout in the divit and then bounce 
again to the left. Kill the Moja and a sprout appears in the ground. Get that 
berry and you should now have 18 berries. Go through the fake wall in the tree 
and go in the gust of wind. Then roll LEFT and drop down. Continue onto a 



platform and then a see saw. Keep going right through the wall and wake up the 
MuiMui. Go back up using the gust of wind in the tree. Now you need to get on 
the ledge with the pickories and go LEFT over were you came out with the 
gust of wind. Roll right and you will see a vine. Use it to go left over the 
tree and then roll left and drop down. Go through the fake wall and stay on 
the weight and free the 3rd MuiMui. Roll right and enter the tree again. 
Now we can continue right. Grab the vine and grab the berry on the platform. 
Continue right all the way until you see a vine which you can use to cross 
4 burrs. Before you do that roll under the brown log and grab the pickories 
and berry. Then go back on the log and jump left onto the green dot and jump  
left again onto the pie. Bounce up to the left and go through the wall 
grabbing the Loco piece and the pickories. Now cross the 4 burrs with the 
vine. Continue right and you will make your way downstream and stop after a 
rainbow. Go to the finish. 

Totals 20/20 
       234/234 
       4/4

Level 4 Brr... It looks so cold here!                                 (ZXC204) 

Roll right and collect all the berries and the pickories. At the end of the 
zig-zag slope is a tree with 5 berries on. Collect them and roll LEFT. Through 
the wall is a MuiMui and some pickories. After this roll right past the tree 
and just allow yourself to roll and roll. You will collect lots of pickories 
and 3 more berries. After you spin around about 5 times you will rest. Collect 
the pickories to your left then roll right and then roll LEFT again. At the 
top of the slope to the left is a hidden sprout. Collect it and then roll 
right. Drop down and speed along the slippery path. Kill the Moja and 
continue right. Kill the next Moja and then after the pickories you will come 
to a place with blocks coming out of the wall that fall under your weight. 
Take a 'run-up' to the first one and then jump over the hole. There is a 
MuiMui and a hidden sprout on the other side. Roll down the steps collecting 
the next berry and the pickories. At the bottom roll LEFT and thorugh the wall 
to collect the MuiMui. Roll right and through the tunnel and you will see a 
half-pipe with rotating pickories in it. You need to build up momentum so you 
jump high enough to the LEFT to get up to the platform above. There is an 
orange column there and on the other side of the column is 5 orange pickories 
and a berry. You will fall back into the tunnel and then continue past the 
half-pipe to the right. There are snowballs in the way. Break your LocoRoco 
and fall down. You will see more spinning pickories. You have to collect them 
all to get the platform to the left to fall so you can continue. After you 
collect the pickories, go down where the platform fell and collect the last 3 
berries whilst allowing your LocoRoco to just follow the path. You will settle 
on some soft ground. Roll slowly left collecting the hidden pickories in the 
ground. Then get the ones to the right and go to the finish of this short 
level. 

Totals 20/20 
       335/335 
       3/3

You have also now unlocked more music in the locoroco house 

Level 5 How Relaxing! Ooh floaty!                                     (ZXC205) 

You start this level with FOURTEEN LocoRoco! Roll right and at the end of the 
blocks, go back on them and break up. Once you settle collect the pickories 
but be careful of the burrs just past them. Then roll left and follow the path 
along. Collect the berry and again be careful of the burrs to the left of it. 



In the passage just to the right there are pickories you can collect that are 
in the ceiling. Just jump up and collect them. At the end of the tunnels 
re-group and go left. Get the MuiMui behind the wall. Then go back right 
collecting the pickories and taking care not to hit the burrs. Bounce your way 
to the top and if you bounce again to the extreme left and roll down the wall 
there then a sprout should appear. After bounce to the right and stick to the 
ceiling and roll along above the burrs. Fall and you will settle in water. 
In here, there is a water sprout which has 3 stages to it. Stage one is small 
splurts of water. Stage two is it has more power and it pushes you to the top 
and stage 3 is that is pushes you up in the air. Each stage lasts about 3 
seconds and on stage 3 go on the sprout leaning right. It will push you up to 
a landing with a MuiMui on it. Then go back down and continue right. When you 
settle roll right but mind the spikes that come from the ceiling as they 
separate your LocoRoco. They get more frequent at the end as they are blocking 
a berry. You must get the berry first time as you can't get back up. After 
getting the berry let the spikes separate your LocoRoco and then continue 
right. Collect the pickories and mind the burrs. You will hit an owl. Continue 
right and collect the rotating berry and kill the 2 Moja's. Then jump ontop of 
the rotating platform that did hold the berry. Continue jumping right and 
there will be two more platforms followed by the main platform with a berry 
on it. There is also a Moja along the way you need to kill. This may knock you 
off so just start again if it does. Grab the berry and roll right. The 
platform will rotate and there will be hundreds of pickories in this area. 
When you have collected all the pickories, exit the way you came in by 
rotating the platform the other way. Continue right and get the green bush. 
Continue and kill the Moja. When you come to a stop roll LEFT. You will 
see a wall of burrs. Here there is floor that can be broken. Break it and you 
will fall onto a sprout and a Moja is in there. Kill the Moja and get the 
berry. Roll right and get the MuiMui. Mind the Musukusu and then go up. 
Continue up the water sprouts and go past the finish. Jump up into the wall to 
collect the last of the pickories and then finish 

Totals 20/20 
       335/335 
       3/3

Level 6 You might reach the stars!                                    (ZXC206) 

A new friend. The blue LocoRoco. Go right and bounce on the horizontal bouncy 
thing and lean to the left and go through the wall to get a berry. Also, break 
the ceiling above you and get the pickories in there. Go back down and collect 
the pickories and get the 5 berry plant to the right hand side. Kill the moja 
and then roll to the left of the next bouncy thing. Get the sprout that 
appears and continue right under the bouncy thing through the fake wall and  
wake the muimui up. Once this is done, go back to the first bouncy thing and 
jump on it and then bounce to the next one, collecting the pickories as you go 
along. Then bounce up and hit the red button and a platform will appear with a 
moving platform next to it. Jump on the moving platform to go to a new area. 
Go up and get the berry and then continue by going back down. Fall down from 
the red button and roll right, and a sprout should appear. Collect that berry 
and then continue to the right and up along the bouncy things. Get the next 
berry and kill the moja that is there, then bounce up to the left and you will 
see some diagonal bouncy things going up. Work your way up these and 
collect the pickories and the berry you find up here. Go up to the left and 
then to the platform above that and get the sprout that appears near the 
pickories. When you fall, the wind will catch you and take you back down to 
where you started. Go back to the trampoline that is under the diagonal ones 
and roll down the right hand side wall and a sprout will appear. Collect that 
and continue going up and to the right collecting pickories until you find an 
opening. You should now have 14 berries at this point. Jump up and break your 



locoroco as you do and go up with the blue stream and through the stars. When 
you jump make sure you are stable in the blue thing (as in stuck in the blue 
thing but not able to go up, because if you break whilst still bobbing about, 
some of your locoroco will fall back down and you will lose them). After this, 
you are pushed to the right, re-group and then go up to the right. Wake up the 
moon and get the loco house part. Bounce and kill the moja here and then fall 
back down to where you have just bounced and stick to the right wall because 
when you do this, you should go through it. Go along and split. Bounce up to 
the blue stuff, and bounce down against it and fall onto the path to the right 
and you will find a muimui. Go into the wind after this and you will be in a 
new area. Go left and bounce over to the left and collect the berry and get 
squeezed through back to the bouncy thing to the right of the moon. Continue 
up and to the right onto the next bouncy thing, collecting the pickories. Kill 
the next moja (tip, bouncing off the bouncy things into the mojas is a great 
way to kill them and they go flying!). Get the berry that is hanging off the 
small piece in the air (berry count 17) and continue right. Jump the next 
bouncy thing if you can, and jump the burr and go through the wall. Sit in the 
weight and this drops the wall. Go through the next fake wall and find a huge 
area full of pickories. Have fun collecting them all, and then return back to 
where you were. Bounce up and try and land on the side of the diagonal bouncy 
thing. Now jump over the bouncy thing and land to the top right of it and kill 
the moja up there. Split and eat all the shells and get the berry (berry count 
is 18). Bounce all the way along and get to the top. Then fall down to the 
left and stay next to the wall to activate the sprout. Get the berry and then 
go all the way back up to the top. Go past the finish and through the fake 
wall there and avoid the 2 burrs. Bounce on all the trampolines and get the 
berry at the top. Bounce further into the blue stuff and get the pickories up 
there by bouncing about. Start from the left and go to the right. Then split 
at the end and go through the small gap in the wall. Get the muimui through  
there. Split again and hit the red button and be taken by the wind back to the 
left of the finish. Now finish. 

Totals 20/20 
       245/245 
       4/4

More music is now available in the locoroco house 

Level 7 A Huge Creature!                                              (ZXC207) 

First of all jump up and to the left and you should see where it is you are 
aiming for. The wind will take you to a place with 2 berries. Collect them and 
go right and get your first muimui of the level. Go left and let the wind take 
you back to the start. Now go right and along the winding paths getting the 
pickories and the 2 berries. Now go up the 'staircase' which takes you up on 
another windy bit. Get the berry at the top and then get the berry on ceiling 
by waiting for a quick wave and jumping off it. Continue right getting the 
orange pickories. Fall down and kill the moja that appears. Go along the long 
thin wave and get the berry in the middle and kill the moja at the end. 
Another annoying wavy bit, but this time with a platform in the middle with a 
hidden sprout on. So get this (berry count 9) and continue right. Before the 
end you will see a ceiling appear. Jump up and through the wall and up to yet 
another wavy bit. Wait till it has stopped moving and as quickly as you can 
go up the momenteraly still staircase. If it starts moving again then try to 
keep jumping right so you remain a stair up. Then you should have enough time 
to get to the berry and the muimui at the top. Go back to where you came 
through the wall and continue along and fall down the slippery bit. Wake up 
the cloud at the bottom and collect the loco house part it gives you. Continue 
right and kill the moja when it appears. Here you should see a thing that 
looks a bit like the root of a tooth. Jump up and the wind should take you. 



You guessed it, another windy bit. Go up and then jump up to the right as soon 
as there is something to jump at and you should go through the wall. Now go 
back and get the next berry and the final muimui. Go in the wind to take you 
back to where you were. You should have 12 berries now. You will also see on 
your right a big wall that moves up and down with burrs on the side. Basically 
wait until its going up and wait in the middle were a sprout will appear. Get 
that and then wait till its going up again and get to the other side with time 
to spare as there is burrs on the other side of the wall as well. Continue 
right and then jump over the hole through the wall. Go along and eat the 3 
shells to release the orange pickory and get the berry at the end. Go back and 
split your locoroco and regroup at the bottom. Roll left and jump through the 
wall. You should find 4 secret sprouts in here in the bottom left of the room 
taking your berry count to 18. Go right and you will exit the creature. Go 
right and hit the chuppa and get the berry directly above you. Be careful not 
to hit the burr. Now go through the hole between the 2 islands (be very 
careful here as this is for the last berry so you don't want to be losing any 
locoroco now). Land on the left island and jump across to the right one to 
find the hidden sprout. Then jump to the right and continue up and to the 
right to the finish 

Totals 20/20 
       261/261 
       4/4

You can now select the large loco house 
  
Level 8 Mojas everywhere! Run!                                        (ZXC208) 

You will drop straight away onto a berry. Jump up to the left into the divit 
in the wall and go through the fake wall. You will see 2 columns that have 
burrs on the end. When it shakes it will fall after it. So get your timing 
right and go under the first one and wait in the middle of the 2 and then go 
under the 2nd one (obviously getting the berry before the first column). Get 
the muimui after the 2 berries and columns and continue left and let the wind 
take you back to the start. Land on the berry with the moving column and it 
will push you up into the fake ceiling to another berry. Continue under the 
column with the burrs on it (it doesn't squash you so as long as you don't 
jump just roll underneath it and you will be fine). Continue along the moving 
staircase. If you keep the screen leaning to the right you should collect all 
the pickories on it with no problem. Go right and into the divit with the mini 
column that pushes you up. This bit is difficult to time, but you have to jump 
on the column as it goes up. Its about a second and a half after it shakes. 
You should then fire upwards through the ceiling and get an orange pickories 
and land on some leaves. Roll left and get the berry there (berry count after 
this berry is 7) Be careful on the berry though as the ground will then lean 
to the left and you don't want to have to bounce up again. Wait for the ground 
to level out again and roll to the very left of the ground (where the berry 
was) and jump up to the left and there should be another berry there. Then 
procede up and to the right and get the 2nd muimui. Fall down to your right 
and get the remaining pickories to the right of the small column you just 
jumped up and then continue right up another moving staircase. Be carful of 
the burrs. This time make sure you keep your screen leant as far to the right 
as you can. You should avoid the burrs. Then take a running jump left into the 
wall and you should go through the fake wall. Get the berry in here and then 
fall back down and go right. Break the roof above the berry, get the berry and 
then the wind will take you to a new place. Go left and try to avoid the mini 
mojas as there is 2 normal mojas a little further ahead. If you do hit one of 
the mini ones. Roll as fast as you can left to the red sea. If a moja comes 
very very close to you then jump, otherwise just keep rolling. Then go back 
and kill the mojas and go to the left hand side of the red sea. Then jump over 



the hole where the pickories go down and go through the wall. Get the orange 
pickory out of the green bush and then you will see a big column with a berry 
on it and burrs on the ceiling above the moving column. The column is not in 
the air long at all. So when the column is going up, jump and go left and you 
should jump onto the berry as it goes down, then go left as quick as you can. 
When you get past the column, get the final muimui. Then go left and go 
through the passage and you will land where the pickories were going into the 
hole and in a claw. Leave the camera and the claw will throw you onto some 
spikes which will split your locoroco and collect some pickories and you will 
fall into a spnning thing. When you stop at the top of the stairs, re-group 
and get the sprout that appears. Go left and kill the 3 mojas and a 5 sprout 
berry plant should appear. You should have 17 berries after this. Continue 
left and get the orange pickory. The wind will then take you up and split your 
locoroco. At the end of the spinning wheels, another sprout will appear. Go 
right and wake up the moon. Get the loco house part and continue right getting 
the berry that is there. Then its the boss. Same drill as before, hit it 3 
times and then jump on it after each hit. But there is 3 normal mojas in there 
as well. Kill them first is my advise as they come at you first. If the big 
one comes at you then hit it but then leave it and try and get the normal ones 
while it is stunned, just makes things easier and less chance of you losing 
your locoroco. You will then be able to get thr loco house part and also the 
last berry. Just bounce up on the trampoline on the left. Then go right, get 
the house part and finish 

Totals 20/20 
       146/146 
       5/5

Another world done with 100% 

World 3                                                                (ZXC30) 

Level 1 Wahaha! Wahaha                                                (ZXC301) 

Go right and get the berry and then make your way down the piano style things 
getting the pickories and the berry that is to the left of the circular thing 
and then the pickories after the circle and another berry at the end. Bounce 
on the trampoline and get all the pickories and the berry at the top. Then 
bounce again and aim to fall to the bottom right of the trampoline and you 
should fall through the right of the wall next to the trampoline and get 
another berry. Roll left and get the pickories under the trampoline and go 
right where there will be 2 mojas waiting. Kill them and continue upwards. Get 
the sprout that is up there (berry count is now 7). Go right and you will see 
a little platform that looks a bit like an eye. Go on this and then jump right 
again (the platform will dip a bit so do it in on fluid motion) and go through 
the wall where there will be some steps with a burr under them and a blue 
seperator. This bit is quite annoying, as you can't hide on the stairs and as 
you are leaning the screen right, if he gets you, you are leaning right into 
the burr. If he does get you, lean your screen left and hope you can re-group. 
Anyway, once past him there is a green bush with a white pickory in it. Go 
back and fall past the eye where there are 2 more eyes and 2 pickories under 
them. You may decide to split your locoroco on the first eye and get them to 
fall either side of the top eye to try and get them, or just keep together 
and jump from one to the other. It doesn't really matter. Then split your 
locoroco and fall down the shoot. Re-group and there will be another blue 
seperator. Wait till it is looking right and then jump up and get him. Then go 
back left and go under the platform and through the wall getting the pickories 
that are there. You will then see a rainbow of pickories and burrs under it. 
Do a running jump and follow the pickories (getting all of them in one go is 
safe to do). The go left and get the muimui. Then the wind will take you back 



to where you were. If you havn't already, get the 2 berries here (berry count 
is now 9) and procede right and down the shoot where you will hit and owl. It 
will then fire your locoroco over the burrs. Get the berry here and go up with 
the wind. Split and your thin locoroco will go down the shoot. Re-group and 
jump in the convieniently shaped hole in the ceiling above you and get the 
sprout. Go left and into the water to make your locoroco go back to normal. 
Now hit the eye where a berry will be, and keep your screen tilted left after 
this. You should find a hole in the wall and another berry in there. Next go 
back up and jump ontop of the eye and up and left again to go through another 
wall. You should see a pie and some spikes that come and go. Line yourself up 
on the pie and when the spikes are receding, jump and keep to the right. Get 
the berry that is at the top (berry count is now 14) and get the muimui. Go 
in the wind and you will end up next to a water sprout. Go past it and get 
berry from the sprout that should appear just to the upper right of the water 
sprout. Break the ceiling that you will roll under and hit the red button 
there and the go back to the water sprout. It should now be alot more 
powerful. Go on it and go over the wall and get the berry there. Go right and 
get the orange pickory and fall off to the right. You will land on the 
trampoline that has a green bush next to it and that is just the right of the 
ceiling you broke with the red button in it. Get the green bush and then jump 
on the trampoline and continue up and to the right. Go up the stairs and you 
will see a giant stick thing called a HoHo. Basically you need to get past it 
by going over it or under it. There is a sprout on its head, so use any means 
to get onto its left leg and then balance on its head and get the berry. You 
may want to try and use the leaves to bounce on it, but I find it easier when 
its left leg is bent to just normally jump and then procede from there. Also, 
when you are ontop of its head, it will move more violently, so keep jumping 
and leaning and you should be able to stay up there. Also, if he stands on you 
he will push you through the holes. Just go left and jump at the leaves and 
you will be back on that level. Once you get over the HoHo, there is another 
berry on the platform to the right of it (berry count is now 18). Now go right 
and there will be the rectangles that fall again. On the 2nd one, go left when 
it has fallen and go through the wall. Wake up the sleeping orange column and 
get the green bush behind it. Now go right under the rectangle steps, and jump 
onto the eye and then right through yet another wall. This is quite a tricky 
bit. There will be 2 sets of the grey brushes that split your locoroco and 1 
burr after each of them. Do it all in one fluid motion. They are all about the 
same distance from each other. Don't lean too far to the right as your jump 
will be too big. But if you hit something, if you want to go after the dying 
locoroco then be very careful, it will be very difficult to get it. So take 
your time and hopefully you will get past unscathed. On the 2nd burr take as 
big a jump as you want as there is nothing harmful past it. Get the muimui at 
the end. Jump right and into the wind. You will be in a big hole that is just 
to the right of the eye. Split your 19 locoroco and fall down. Re-group at the 
bottom and jump up to the left to get the hidden sprout and the final berry. 
Go right getting the pickories and wake up the sun to get the loco house part. 
Then go right, get the last of the pickories and finish this long level. As 
you can see world 3 is harder than world 2 as world 2 was harder than world 1. 

Totals 20/20 
       248/248 
       5/5

More music is now in the loco house 

Level 2 Squishy and Sticky                                            (ZXC302) 

After you settle, you will land on a berry. Go right and bounce on the berry 
and lean left and go through the wall to your left and get the berry in there. 
Then bounce up and get the berry hanging from the single dot. Continue right 



and fall down and get the pickories below the burrs. Stick to the ceiling 
where the pickories are and then when you see a gap in the brushes below, drop 
and go through the fake floor and get the berry down there. Go into the wind 
and you will end up back on the leaves. Jump up again and go all the way to 
the end of the sticky ceiling and a sprout will appear. Drop down after you 
get this and drop onto the flower. Go along the flowers collecting the 
pickories. On the 3rd flower, kill the moja then get the spinning berry. Then 
jump on the spinning platform and jump up and to the left again. Then jump and 
stick to the thing that will move you left. Jump off and kill the moja that 
appears and then get the orange pickory out of the green bush. Go left and you 
will see a pie. Line yourself up and fire yourself up when the gap is widening 
and you should hit the red buzzer and the wind will take you off. Re-group and 
you will see a diagonal pie and some burrs on the top right wall. Fire off the 
pie and there will be another one going the opposite way and you will see some 
pickories going through a narrow opening. This is what you are aiming to get 
through. Make sure you don't hit the burrs and fire yourself through the hole. 
Kill the moja in the next area you land in. Go up the stairs and jump over the 
hole to activate the sprout. After this berry go down the hole and balance 
your way down the platforms that fall with your weight. Make sure you miss the 
burrs. Get the orange pickories. On the 4th level of see-saws, go to the right 
hand side and go through the wall and the wind will take you to a muimui. Make 
sure you have all the orange pickories before you go though. Otherwise you 
will have to go all the way around to get them again. When you have the muimui 
drop down to your left and get the remaining pickories that were at the 
flowers and then continue right. Get the pickories here and kill the moja. You 
will come to some running water. Go in and after the first burr, you will see 
some pickories that you can jump for. Have enough momentum to continue after 
these to go through the wall. You will see lots of shells, so split and get 
the pickories that appear. Go back into the water. Get the pickories and the 
berry in the middle of the burrs on the way down and settle in the pool. In 
here, go up to the left and get the berry. The split and roll left again. 
Re-group when all the locoroco are through. Break all the walls here and in 
the end you will end up sticking to something and then stick to something 
else and. Roll along the ceiling above the burrs and get the muimui. Let the 
wind take you back berry to the left of the pool. Go right from the pool now 
and go through the little section with the burrs and the pickories. Go slowly 
so the burrs don't get you. Then go a little further along and when the 
ceiling is smooth break it and jump in. Stick to the ceiling and get the berry 
(berry count is 12). Fall back down and continue right. You will come to a pie 
that you need to roll over past it. Split your locoroco and go through the 
wall. Re-group and go to the divit in the ground and red column will appear 
to push you upwards. Jump left and sing to the 3 columns to get a loco house 
part. Return to the pie and bounce up and stick to the thing and it will take 
you to the next place. Once you settle, bounce on the next pie and the wind 
will take you onwards. When you settle, kill the moja and continue on. Then 
when you settle again, get the berry and go right. There will be a massive 
wheel. Wait for a platform and get on it. Firstly, go all the way around. 
Get all the pickories in the actual wheel section, don't come off it just 
yet. There is berry right at the top as well. Next, fall to the bottom of the 
wheel. Go to the left hand side of the blue stuff and work your way right, 
getting all the pickories and the berry underneath. Continue right and go 
through the wall to the right, and there will be 2 more berries in here. Now 
get back on the wheel and go to the top right exit, the 2nd exit you see not 
the first. Jump below the flower and go through the wall here. Wake up the 
muimui here. Go back to the flower and go on it and up to the right, killing 
the moja that appears. Go right and get the berry. 

Now go to the other exit and get the pickories here, and you will see 
something that will smash your locoroco down a tube. Before you do that, get 
the berry and then get smashed. You will be at the exit. Go past the exit and 



get the berry in the wall past it, then finish. 

Totals 20/20 
       290/290 
       4/4

Level 3 How Relaxing! Ooh Floaty!                                     (ZXC303) 

______________________________________________________________________________ 

Section 6 - Other Features                                             (ZXC06) 

Other feaures on this game include: 

Loco House - All I know about this is that you can build a new home with the 
             parts you have found in the LocoRoco world main game or the 
             mini-games. 

Demo Levels - Try the demo levels that were free before the game release. You 
              can also share them with other people who may not have LocoRoco 

Photo Album - View the pictures you have taken 

Credits - Obvious (view the credits!!!) 

AD-HOC - Share your Loco House design and stages with other LocoRoco players 
______________________________________________________________________________ 

Section 7 - The Mini Games                                             (ZXC07) 

There are 3 mini games in LocoRoco: 

MuiMui Crane 
Chuppa Chuppa 
Loco Editor 

MuiMui Crane 

In this mini game you will hav to pay 100 pickories to play. It is basically 
exactly the same as an arcade where you try to grab cuddly toys except that 
you try to grab LocoRoco and parts to put in your Loco House. Each crane drop 
costs 100 pickories. Blue squares are common parts, yellow medium availability 
and red ones are rare. All you do is press circle to start the crane and press 
circle again when you want the crane to drop. 

Chuppa Chuppa 

Again this cost 100 pickories. You need to try and fire your LocoRoco using 
the chuppa's without hitting any burrs and getting grabbed by the thing that 
pops out of the ground. Hold circle for power and try to get around the stage. 
I find it very difficult 

Loco Editor 

Make your own stage with the parts that you have collected. 

______________________________________________________________________________ 



Section 8 - Time Trail Times                                           (ZXC08) 

My only advice I can really give here is to just ignore evrything and head 
straight for the exit. You don't need anything so just go to the exit. Try 
also to get the least amount of berries as it saves you waiting for them all 
to re-group. You also must have collected all 20 locoroco from that level to 
un-lock the time-trial. 

World 1 

Level 1 Prologue                                 1:10 
Level 2 Yoo-hoo! Yoo-Hoo!                        2:10 
Level 3 Wow! What an enormous tree!              1:50 
Level 4 Brr... It looks so cold here!            2:10 
Level 5 Squishy and Sticky!                      1:20 
Level 6 A huge creature!                         2:10 
Level 7 Exciting! Let's Explore!                 1:50 
Level 8 Mojas Everywhere! Run!                   2:00 

World 2 

Level 1 A field of flowers! Smells Wonderful     1:40 
Level 2 Wahaha! Wahaha!                          2:20 
Level 3 Whooosh! What a fast-moving river!       2:10 
Level 4 Brr... It looks so cold here!            1:50 
Level 5 How Relaxing! Ooh floaty!                1:40 
Level 6 You might reach the stars!               1:10 
Level 7 A Huge Creature!                         2:00 
Level 8 Mojas everywhere! Run!                   2:10 

World 3 

Level 1 Wahaha! Wahaha!                          2:20 
Level 2 Squishy and Sticky                       2:20 
Level 3 How Relaxing! Ooh Floaty!                
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